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PLACES I'VE BEEN OR WANT TO GO!
This is an list of some of the places I've been or would like to go in Bali! (This is an example list we created for you, start adding to this
list and replace this text, or feel free to delete once you get a hang of it!)

The Bali Bible
This is dummy content we put here to get you started with your favourite list. YTou can delete this by
going to 'Manage Favourites' and removing it from your list. To get started, simply click 'add to
favourites'
on any of the listings you see on our…
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Potato Head Beach Club
Potato Head is a culturally led hospitality brand that pushes the boundaries of creativity, offering
unique cultural experiences that go beyond traditional hospitality brands. Design led and culturally
minded,
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SUNSET @ KU DE TA
A decade has passed since KU DE TA first announced its arrival back in 2000 and the legacy of one
of Asia???s most distinctive and beloved lifestyle destination icons continues to go from strength to
strength.
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Sundays Beach Club
Enter Ungasan Resort (formerly Semara Luxury Villa Resort) and take in the amazing panoramic
views across the Indian Ocean. On the private white sand beach far below is Sunday's Beach Club,
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